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Traditionally, ad agencies have given you off-the-rack solutions and on-thepayroll people. So, they haven’t exactly offered a lean, custom-tailored
solution for your marketing needs.
Enter Modeled On-Demand Agency (“MODA” for short) — a new, more
evolved way of doing business from Freeman+Leonard. We build your
team “on-demand,” with independent, A-Team talent handpicked for
relevant experience. You’ll work with people who’ve delivered big ideas
and successful ad campaigns at great agencies like Goodby, Fallon,
BBDO and Saatchi X.
MODA supports your team with the agency services necessary to get the
job done. Yet, because our model is based on contract talent, you don’t
pay for people you aren’t using, or for traditional agency overhead.
Find out more about an agency model built to make you look smart—from
any angle. Contact Kathy Leonard at kleonard@freemanleonard.com
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EDITOR’S LETTER

great marketing
connotes business growth

W

elcome to the debut of Connote, a magazine for the

and Levenson Group.

next generation of marketing and the leaders who

Kathy Leonard, Stan Levenson, and I have a passion for “what

are dedicated to keeping their fingers on the pulse.

is next” in the marketing world, and we went from late night

Before I share what is in this issue, how about a little

meetings to reality with our idea of creating a thought-leadership
publication for our clients. We then said, why not for everyone who

background? Why another marketing magazine?
Three times in my career, I’ve had the opportunity to run large and

is a marketing executive? Yes, it is a tall order. We think our teams
pulled it off.

complex marketing organizations as a senior
marketing executive for a number of leading

I invite you to read about rich topics in this

brands. Intellectual curiosity and leading with

issue, from the critical nature of a data strategy

creativity is what got my teams, and me, through

in growing your share of wallet, organic

some very tough moments.

growth, and what real crisis communications

Now, being on the side of the marketing

means today to the latest gadgets for

services provider, I know what local, national,

marketers and what a game changer really is.

and global clients expect—I have lived in their

This begs the question, how can CMOs own

shoes, sat in their chairs, and shared many a

growth strategy?

fraught night’s sleep. Marketing is simply not

All of us at Connote, especially the teams

for the faint of heart, and anyone who thinks it’s

that did all the heavy lifting with our first issue,

glamorous is smoking something illegal.
That brings us to the focal point of Connote:
new ideas, emerging thinking, and insights

Robert McEnany from Levenson Group,

Kathy Leonard from Freeman+Leonard, and
Gordon Price Locke

on game-changing marketing. Connote was an idea just six months

think you will have some great takeaways.
And, you’ll get more than philosophy—you’ll
get actionable ideas that generate great

discussion.

ago. It was born from discussion with some of my trusted peers in

We will be back with a new issue soon, and be sure to check us

the marketing business, and a common complaint that we need

out at connotemagazine.com for special online exclusive features

more than marketing trade pubs. A few glasses of wine later, I was

and new commentary between issues. We also invite you to share

joined by two incredible marketing leaders, and we combined a few

comments online—better yet, share the link!

different decades of hard knocks and great client experiences to
develop Connote. The premise: great marketing connotes business
growth. Our online and print publication is possible because of the

Gordon Price Locke

teamwork between three companies—D Custom, Freeman+Leonard,

Editor-in-Chief
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People, places, and proofpoints
Contributed by Elise Anthony, Emily Farris, and Paige Skinner

Conference CONFAB
Sept. 9-11
Content Marketing
World
Cleveland, OH
contentmarketingworld.com

What we like: Big brands,
real talk, case studies, Joe’s
fascination with orange

Oct. 2-3
Mobile Marketing
Strategies Summit
Boston, MA
mobilemarketingstrategies
summit.com

What this guy can
tell you about
content marketing

S

top us if you’ve heard this somewhere: A guy
walks into a bar … and makes a documentary.
Throw in a dash of suspense, stir in just
enough history, and voilà: A unique cocktail
of storytelling and reputational awareness for

William Grant & Sons.
Visit connotemagazine.com for the full story.

44%
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higher stock price return
Don’t slash your award-entry budget:
Corporate award winners enjoyed higher
performance after winning.
— Hendricks & Singhal of the University of Western Ontario and Georgia Institute of Technology

What we like: Real-world
ROI, mobile fundamentals,
SME strategy

Oct. 15-16
Pivot Conference
(social media)
New York, NY
pivotcon.com

What we like: Brian Solis,
big brand networking,
unconventional
conversation (if you can
snag an invitation)

Nov. 6-7
Ad-Tech: New York
(advertising and
digital marketing)
New York, NY
na.ad-tech.com/ny

What we like: Expo to suss
out the marketing vendor
supply chain, classes,
emerging startups, the
Networking Pub Crawl

PULSE POLL
What does next-generation marketing look like?
“

I

n the next 24 months, as consumer

analytical, thought leaders whose customers

confidence

markets

take advantage of market dynamics. This market

begin to rebound, B2B and B2C

horizon is the foundation of everything the

brands will need to re-engage with

organization does. Marketing must ensure the

builds

and

customers returning to spend. What

organizational inertia of the ‘here and now’

will be different is that customers will compare

doesn’t deter the company’s focus on the game

products, prices, and alternatives more than ever,

changing plays that will fuel sustainable growth

requiring sellers to be more price transparent,

and market leadership.”
Dana Jones

clearly differentiated, and on a broader number of

CMO, Sabre Airline Solutions

distribution channels and store shelves.”
Jim Young
SVP New Markets & Products, GuestLogix

“Rapidly

evolving

social

and

mobile

technology is creating an expansive and

Stiletto
network
These powerful ladies
who lunch are making
a huge impact on
business. Journalist
Pamela Ryckman
unveils how the new

“Next-gen marketing is all about precise

connected digital community to drive brand

measurement and optimization — it is a science

awareness. Utilizing these emerging trends to

girls’ club is shaking up

now. We can’t just look at things we can easily

attract and grow relationships with customers

the old boys’ network.

count like web traffic and social activity. We

is critical, as the largest influence on all business

have to look deeper into what makes a qualified

and consumer purchases within the next 5 years

AMACOM; $22.95

lead and how much we’re willing to pay for that

will be their digital experience.”

lead. Digital media has given us undeniable

Jim Aubele

accountability. What we do to optimize and

CMO, Ryan

improve those measurements will ultimately
drive our marketing budgets, not to mention our
success.”

“The next big opportunity I see facing
progressive B2C and B2B marketers is initiating

Lynda Oliver, Assistant Dean,

and managing the integration of the marketing

Marketing & communications, SMU Cox

and customer experience functions. It will

School of Business

be a very effective way for CMOs and other
marketing leaders to demonstrate strategic,

“Marketing

organizations

must

deeply

long-term value for their organizations.”

understand the market problems they are solving

Kent Huffman

on a 5- to 10-year horizon. For example, this

CMO, Bearcom

requires B2B software marketers to be strategic,
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GAME CHANGERS

People, Companies, and
Technology Change the
Game for Marketers
By Kathy Leonard

In a world where technology is
continually creating new opportunities for marketers
and their agencies, the challenge is not identifying
the Game Changers, it’s keeping up with them. Here
are a few of the people, companies, and developing
technologies that are delivering new, innovative, and
game changing services to marketers.
6 CONNOTE

People
Stephen Kutner, PhD, along with an impressive team of credentialed experts in
behavioral economics, neuroscience, statistics, and more, uses simulation models to
help marketers see the full picture of their brand’s impact in the market. Kutner’s
methodology allows marketers to make better message and media decisions by
testing what-if scenarios that can predict resulting sales.
Kutner is changing the game by helping CMOs develop profitable growth strategies
and better link investment to sales results, thereby becoming a more dynamic
contributor to C-suite decision-making.

Companies
Over a decade ago, author Daniel Pink predicted in his book, Free Agent
Nation, that many future workers would choose to go it alone, outside the
corporate structure. Today Pink’s prediction has come true, although in
many cases it has not been choice, but rather economic realities, forcing
staff reductions, and layoffs that have contributed to a new population of
independent contractors, consultants, and freelancers.
Big Heads (bigheadsnetwork.com) and Kansas City-based Boom Ideanet
(boomideanet.com) are among those tapping this growing freelance resource
with variations on a concept that enables marketers to source ideas and bring
them to life through a network of vetted, free agent problem solvers.
Companies like these are changing the game by mobilizing independent
marketing talent and offering clients of all types and sizes a unique and costeffective way to access marketing and advertising services.

CONNOTE 7

GAME CHANGERS
This new
indoor
location
technology
changes
the game of
marketing

Technology
According to David Sym-Smith, principal
at Mobility Ventures, investors in mobile
wireless technology, indoor positioning
is the next frontier for location-based
services. Sym-Smith has identified Finlandbased startup, Indoor Atlas, as the world’s
first company to utilize magnetic anomalies
inside

buildings

and

smartphones

to

accurately pinpoint positions indoors.
Tracking consumers from point A to
point B can be a challenge, as GPS requires
satellite line of sight and doesn’t work
indoors, according to Sym-Smith. “Indoor
Atlas employs the smartphone’s built-in
magnetic field sensor to collect magnetic
signatures inside buildings, resulting in a
solution that radically improves navigation
capabilities in environments where GPS and
Wi-Fi systems are unavailable,” he adds.
This new indoor location technology
changes the game of marketing to shoppers
by dramatically improving the ability to
analyze customer behavior inside the store
or mall, and influence it with quick calls to
action to increase sales.

8 CONNOTE

3X

CONTENT MARKETING PRODUCES
THREE TIMES THE LEADS PER
DOLLAR THAN TRADITIONAL
MARKETING AND ADVERTISING.

If you want to generate more revenue,
maybe you need a new plan.
Annual budgets and staff growth aren’t the only things you should be

planning for. A good content strategy can focus your company’s marketing
efforts and generate the kinds of leads that help boost both your bottom
line and your brand reputation.

Do you want to get three times the customers? You need a better plan.
Learn how you can transform your marketing at
dcustom.com/contentstrategy.

CONFESSIONS

To Communicate Effectively,
Check Your Assumptions
getting everyone on the same page can help you avoid issues and conflict
and become a better communicator. By Sandra Duhé, Ph.D., APR

N

othing destroys the communication process like an

African-American community on the opposite side of the Mississippi

assumption. But how often do we stop in the midst of our

River that divided us. At the time, we didn’t think of the other side of

goal-minded busyness to actually check our assumptions?

the river as our community, too. Miss Eloise changed all that.

I’ve become increasingly mindful of this necessity, thanks

to a lesson taught to me years ago by a woman named Miss Eloise.

She told us of her plans to conduct a protest at our refinery and
demanded that we provide security for it. We knew she was serious.
She was a media-savvy senior citizen with a longstanding record of

We’re planning a protest at your site next week

environmental activism. No one opened a business or ran for office in

These are the words my colleague and I heard via speakerphone

her community without her blessing. We agreed to provide security

when I was public affairs manager at Mobil’s refinery in Chalmette,

but asked that she first grant us the favor of a meeting. If she didn’t

Louisiana. The messenger was Miss Eloise, the matriarch of an

like the outcome, the protest would proceed as planned.

10 CONNOTE

We’re here seeking retribution

I assumed “retribution” meant lawsuit. To her,

The morning of the meeting arrived, and so did

it meant “stop ignoring us.” We fixed that water

Miss Eloise, with no fewer than 25 members of

fountain and got much more involved with our

her community behind her. For 45 minutes, Miss

community across the river.

Eloise told us of the ills we were casting on her
neighborhood—some true, some far from accurate.

Let’s get co-oriented

But we were smart enough to just sit and listen.

“Co-orientation” is a theoretical term that

At the end of her diatribe, she stated, “We’re here

describes the process of checking assumptions

seeking retribution.”

and ensuring all parties have a shared, accurate

Uh oh, I thought. My mind started racing…here

understanding of an issue. Imagine what would have

comes another lawsuit…I hope I have corporate

happened had I rattled off lawsuit speak before Miss

counsel’s number handy…this is going to be the first of

Eloise finished her thought on retribution. It would

many working weekends…

have been game over, protest on. By taking the time

I broke away from my inner chatter just in time to
hear her say, “We have a broken water fountain in our

to get co-oriented, we instead began a mutually
beneficial relationship.

park, and we want you to fix it.”

Tips for checking assumptions

ASK
CHECK
NEVER
TRY

“How do you define this problem/issue/opportunity?”
You may be surprised to find an explanation different than your own.

I ASSUMED
“RETRIBUTION”
assumptions early and often when communicating
with clients, customers, employees, etc.

MEANT LAWSUIT.
TO HER, IT

assume your assumption is accurate.

MEANT “STOP
IGNORING US.”

this in your personal life—and be amazed by the results.
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GADGETS

Gadgets for on-the-go marketers
Want to catch someone’s attention at your next pitch? Sometimes your gadgets can
make all the difference. Not only can they change the way you work, but they can also
make you the most cutting-edge marketer in any meeting. Check out the best of what
we’ve seen in marketing executives’ bags this month and go from boring to Batman.
By Jessica Fritsche

Give yourself a Hand
Using a stylus doesn’t have to look like using a crayon. The
Hand Stylus ($29.95 at handstylus.com) is machined out of
solid metal, giving it the heft of a pen while you write or swipe
on your tablet. The 4mm conductive rubber tip is slimmer
than traditional styli, making it easier to use while taking notes
or sketching out quick ideas. And it comes in more than just
basic black—match your brand or your personality.

Make your laptop more flexible
You might not have time to hit the gym, so get a laptop that takes
care of flexibility for you. The Lenovo Yoga (starting at $999 at
Lenovo.com or major retailers) is a super thin, lightweight ultrabook
that offers up to 8 hours of battery life. It also converts from a laptop
to a touch screen tablet, a “tent” mode for sharing content, and a
“stand” mode for easy viewing.

A new projection for sales
Who needs a boardroom? Take your sales kit on the road with the Brookstone
HDMI Pocket Projector ($299.99 at Brookstone or Amazon). This handheld
projector lets you connect your computer, tablet, or smartphone via USB and
project up to a 60” HD image. It even doubles as a backup battery for your
phone or tablet when you’re desperate to send just one more email.
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TECHNOLOGY

Marketing Technology
Every marketer needs a set of well-crafted tools in their arsenal to help them get their job done better, faster, and more
efficiently. The good news? New apps and services come out almost every day to help fill the gaps in your workflow. Here are
a few that have made their way onto our marketing technology radar.
By Jas Robertson

3
1

2
1 Chartbeat: Get (and keep) your audience’s
attention
Immediacy is critical in growing your audience share. Whether

4
3 Bugherd: Round up your web dev feedback for
better productivity
There are so many tools out there for project management,

you are a publishing firm, or a company that creates custom online but none of them really handle “in the moment” annotations
content, you’ve got a lot of competition. You need the flexibility to be and feedback during web development. With Bugherd, you have
able to act on a dime. Chartbeat (available at chartbeat.com) gives instant communication with your web team or agency. Gone are
you the real-time insight your business needs by tracking the stories the screenshots, notes, and emails. Bugherd (try it at bugherd.com)
that your audience spends their time with, allowing you to create lets you point, click, and annotate a web project right from their
high-engagement content that will engross and enthrall them.

browser app. It is a great tool for CMOs who find it hard to quickly
communicate their desired changes.

2 MarketChorus: Brand conversations in the moment
Audience engagement has a serious impact on revenue generation 4 Visual.ly: Create million dollar infographics
for your brand or publishing venture, but it’s often difficult to without breaking your budget
track the impact of your message without using multiple services.

Want stunning data visualizations? Visual.ly (find it at visual.ly) is a

MarketChorus (see more at marketchorus.com) is an affordable community-driven resource for data visualizations and infographics.
new suite of tools for analyzing text, news, social media, and data It gives you the tools to create easy, eye-popping infographics, and
visualization. It allows you to deliver targeted, relevant, engaging makes it easier for them to be distributed, liked, commented on,
web content and see how it resonates with your audience—down to and shared. The Visual.ly library lets you browse thousands of
the individual social audience member—in real time, including alerts infographics for learning or inspiration, and if you’re out of time, you
that track granular trending sub-topics, social share metrics, and can commission a designer in the marketplace to do the heavy lifting.
overall attention.
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Growth
Without A Data Strategy?
Marketing executives may want to lock down an
informed, executable data strategy as the core of their
marketing plan before promising revenue growth.
By Gordon PRICE Locke

Almost 60% of companies think it
would be useful to link structured and
unstructured data they already have,
but only 2% are able to execute.
Source: AIIM

No

matter your age or industry, most marketing executives are no stranger
to the use of all kinds of data. Marketers have typically cross-tabulated
statistical data, created KPI dashboards, ingested dated customer sat
trends via the latest PowerPoint, or interpreted spreadsheets with a dash
of gut instinct to make decisions about the many facets that drive a brand.

Or, they rely on personal opinion and taste, even with big brands at stake. As the latter less
informed methods wane to a new science of “in the moment” marketing, it is time to have an
awakening on how to use multiple forms of data, acutely informed by a data strategy.
A data strategy is not about a conducting a

hair-on-fire exercise or creating a buzzword-

FEATURING

worthy document about grabbing at big data.
Plenty has been said about big data, but the
conversation needs to switch to critical use of
more data, and finding a model for fast brand
success (or fast failure) by integrating what
matters with your marketing.
The blending of the traditional craft of
marketing and the science of data is here in
full force. As Bob Fair, chief marketing and
information officer at Teradata, said, “The
market is not about the large eating the small
anymore; it is about the nimble, data-savvy
company that can win the market against the

Tom Santora
Chief marketing officer, Omni
Hotels

Cindy Kenyon
Technology executive and advisor for
OnPoint Consulting

BOB Fair
Teradata’s chief marketing and
information officer

fat, dumb, and happy.”
What should a CMO today be keeping their
the hotel industry.

eyes on when it comes to data? How can you

of travel and transportation, lodging is a

get your arms around an ocean of data? And,

ripe battleground for how various forms of

Tom Santora, CMO of Omni Hotels

is it a leadership, technology, cost, or talent

business and customer data and emerging

& Resorts, is an example of a marketing

issue that prevents certain brands from

behavioral data can become a nightmare, or a

executive who lives in a data-centric world—

mastering the use of integrated data? Here are

beautiful bedtime story.

property and chain-level operational data,

some insights from industry experts on just
how to solve the data strategy equation.

Illuminating the right story from
combined data

First, consider the story data can tell.

financial data, customer data, and now, big

According to “Stories Over Spreadsheets,”

data. He has awakened to the challenge of the

an article in O’Reilly Media Strata’s 2012

strategic value of data, and Omni’s team is set

report called Big Data Now, author Mac

to do something about it.

Slocum says most people don’t speak fluent

“Omni has invested in data through our

The highly competitive hotel industry

spreadsheet, and that today, data must tell a

Opera

has always relied on traditional deep data

story. He further explains that we need more

environment,” says Santora. His chief concern

to find customers, price, market, manage

than spreadsheets and dashboards; we need

is taking this structured customer data and

revenue day by day, and forecast up to a year

the story to emerge to make faster business

ensuring it combines well with clean big data

out. Nicely tucked into the overall landscape

decisions from data. That brings us back to

to tell the right story.
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Customer

Information

Systems

Omni, like any hotel company, has to be razor sharp
in real time to address pricing in an online and offline

have to get beyond the current way people rely on
recommendations, ” says Santora.

world. “About 8 months ago we looked at the system,

He further explained his point by saying, “What

data, and processes we used for business and leisure

if, through certain data constructs and attributes, I

travel rates and created a group pricing solution,”

could instantly find what other like-minded people

says Santora. “This is critical, and it requires expert

think about a certain hotel or destination—it creates

use of data to ensure that every hotel offers the best

more social context and trust.” According to Santora,

group rate yield and that we consider data points not

that is what Trip Advisor needs to conquer next.

normally considered, such as catering contribution,
arrival day, and ancillary spend in the hotel’s various
restaurants, shops, or other activities.”

Data-optimized integrated marketing takes
more than talk

Santora also shared that Omni has been quite

Cindy Kenyon, technology executive and founder

innovative in forming a unique global hotel alliance

of OnPoint Consulting, and investment professional

called GHA Discovery, along with Kempinski Hotels

for Cypress Growth Capital, sees the worlds of

and Micros. Similar to an airline alliance such as

marketing

Star, oneworld, or Skyteam, the alliance includes

converged. She shared a number of insights on what

a total of 19 four- and five-star hotel brands. They

every CMO should be paying attention to in order to

asked airline alliance executives what they would do

maximize the use of data and marketing results.

and

technology

as

having

already

differently if they started fresh. The answer was data

Kenyon says, “With the right data management

and technology. What makes this alliance different is

and marketing technology solutions, marketers stand

that it embraces transactional and big data to make

to benefit from building rich consumer profiles that

the guest experience hyper-personalized—something

tell a story of who, when, what, where, and how a

that partnering brands in any industry can learn from.

consumer has interacted with their brand so they

“This is not a points-based program,” says Santora.

can make real-time marketing decisions around

“GHA shares data across platforms such as preferences,

their content, media mix, product mix, and channel

patterns, status, and recognition. It synthesizes who

initiatives.”

the guest really is so we can take the
best possible care of them, and we
are adding about 3,000 members a
day who will be more engaged with
the brands.”
In terms of what’s next, Santora
and team are using a solution today

Use
instrumentation
across all your
campaigns,
media channels,
and programs to
better integrate
cross-channel
marketing efforts
and improve
measurement.

to combine consumer-generated
media and in-hotel behavior to
gauge marketing and guest services
actions.
“It would be amazing if an
emerging

data

technology

addresses how customers find what
they want when they travel and
identify with people like them. We

Nearly 13 million guests stay at Omni
and the GHA brands annually—
imagine the opportunity this presents
for big data usage.
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Kenyon outlined five key tips for
data-optimized integrated marketing
effectiveness:

improved ROMI with a more evolved attrition

integrating current and emerging data sources,

understanding.

as well as providing broad-based value. The

3 Don’t depend solely on data to plan

key here is that there’s no such thing as the

and execute your marketing campaigns. Data

perfect solution. To that end, make sure you

marketing teams are highly integrated. Too

by itself is powerful, but it’s not the Holy

have well thought through and prioritized

many brands have their mobile, digital, direct,

Grail. Data analysis, correlation, and data-

requirements,

social media, PR, traditional marketing, and

driven marketing programs should never be

and management team that truly delivers

brand teams operating in silos, which means

exploited in the absence of strategic foresight

against them. Many technologies fall short

that data management and data-inspired

and creative ingenuity.

because they aren’t implemented or managed

1 Ensure that your internal and external

and

an

implementation

marketing programs tend to be executed in

4 Be truthful about what you really

well. Finally, you don’t have to justify a big

silos too, rather than managed cross-channel.

“know” about your customers and how

technology solution even if you can afford it.

This is a huge miss that will continue to

well

marketing

Instead, just start with what you need today.

put pressure on ROMI performances and

programs are enabled. How shored up are

The maturity and performance of solutions

customer loyalty.

your customer profiles? Can you make real-

and platforms is still emerging. As the market

your

customer-specific

2 Use instrumentation across all your

time, integrated marketing decisions based on

progresses, they should improve and get

campaigns, media channels, and programs

robust cross-channel customer profiles? If you

cheaper.

to better integrate cross-channel marketing

answered “no” to these questions, you’re in

efforts

measurement.

good company. The evolution to a enterprise

Instrumentation is commonly associated with

that is fully automated, data-driven, and

digital measurement, but with instrumented

optimized for real-time, customer-centric,

When it comes to the capturing, storing,

mobile, social, digital, and traditional media

and

improve

A word with a chief marketing and
information officer: Fail faster

cross-channel marketing is an ongoing

analysis, and actioning of data, one company

will

challenge and process. But it

in particular practices what it preaches—

achieve a more holistic view of

is absolutely critical to ensure

Teradata. Headquartered in Dayton, Ohio,

their customers (behaviorally

your marketing efforts are agile

Teradata is the data partner behind a long list

enough to keep up with today’s

of the biggest brands around the world. Bob

ever-changing consumer.

Fair provided some additional insights on

channels,

and

marketers

transactionally),

better

analysis of their media spend, a
better understanding of product
mix and channel performances,
deeper insights into content
and offer attractiveness, and

For an exclusive
interview with
Hubspot’s CMO,
Mike Volpe, visit
Connote online at
connotemagazine.com

5 Make

sure

your

data

management, content marketing,
and

marketing

technology

automation

solutions

are

data strategy.
“Companies that are differentiating or
changing the rules understand the strategic
value of data,” says Fair. “The ability to get
and use data is more cost effective
than ever before, and getting fast
empirical data allows a company to
fail at things fast, fix things about
their brand quickly, and stay in the
game.”
Fair cites many examples of how
Teradata is helping companies
accomplish this. In addition to
its trusted, global position in
the data warehousing space, the
company also offers many bestof-breed solutions that can be
combined for superior predictive
analytics, interpreting big data,
and actioning customer experience
data. “Products and services in any
industry can be copied these days,
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The brands that are leveraging big data with other data are
driving bigger returns and market cap than those that are not.

In fact, in the top 10 percent of customers
that use multiple services and channels, they
found 75 percent more churn, or retention
opportunity, than was seen on the surface.
This allows for faster action and better one-

and the barriers to entry are low. Companies

You want a data team that can paint the

should realize that there may even be more

kind of picture of the market or the customer

value in the data from or about their product

that would make any marketing and/or

The telecom company is able to combine

or service than in the product or service

technology executive sleep well at night.

behavioral data (i.e. big data) with more

itself,” says Fair.

What does that look like? Human resources

operational/transactional data to make better

on-one conversations with these high-value
customers.

He shared a CPG example about how the

partners take note here. In a report by D.J.

decisions. “This approach removed silos,

customer data around buying, using, and

Patil called Building Data Science Teams,

because if you keep big data and other data

measuring results from the use of medical

published by O’Reilly, the following four

separate, you may be faster at making the

devices yields a whole other business model.

qualities for data scientists were outlined.

wrong decisions,” says Fair. “This shows that

The data is valuable to the medical and

One could argue that these are attributes

in addition to strategy, architecture, and data

scientific fields, the government sector, and in

you’d want in any crackerjack data team

output, you have to invest in an environment

the marketing field itself.

driving science into marketing.

that properly uses the data. Invest in people,

1 Curiosity:

let them grow and gain experience, and let

Fair said the first step is not for brands to

a desire to go beneath the

just start buying data tools. This supports

surface and discover and distill a problem

Santora’s observation that “there are a lot of

down into a very clear set of hypotheses that

garage shops out there marketing data tools

can be tested.

and services, and you could end up with

2 Technical

expertise: the best data

The CMO role has been under a huge

a mess on your hands.” A company needs

scientists typically have deep expertise in

shift in the past 10 years. It has come in and

a data strategy first. It adds value and is a

some scientific discipline.

out of vogue several times in the C-suite,

strategic asset that every company should

3 Storytelling: The ability to use data to

and data is shifting the role again. The new

have. Next, a company needs to define a

tell a story and to be able to communicate it

CMO emerging may be the CM&IO. Fair’s

data architecture to execute the strategy,

effectively.

role with Teradata is a combined role of

and then the investment in the technology

4 Cleverness: the ability to look at a

marketing and information, and he feels

and human factor. Fair says that is why

problem in different, creative ways.

this will happen more and more. “CMOs

brands hire Teradata—to help establish a
data strategy and architecture for the needed
suite of solutions, and kickstart the discovery
needed from the data itself.

The attributes of a data team

Follow the customer journey and the
data across channels
Another learning point for marketers is
to think about a way to tame big data. New
data solutions on the market, including

discovery go to work.”

Things are changing again, or always

will control more of the data and technology
spend on behalf of the brand, and senior
marketing executives will feel a shift to their
areas for leading innovation and growth
through data,” he says.
Kenyon says, “It’s a multiscreen, hyper-

Both Santora and Fair agreed on one

Teradata’s, help you “sessionize” your data,

local,

critical ingredient: the technology is available

making it digestible so that you can actually

marketing frontier.” Fair put it simply: “The

and can be affordable, but the talent can be

follow the customer and the data across the

brands that are leveraging big data with other

hard to come by. The market is strained, with

customer journey—and across all channels.

data are driving bigger returns and market

a need for data scientists to answer the call. In

A recommended read on this is Taming The

cap than those that are not. Data can be the

essence, part of the investment in harnessing

Big Data Tidalwave by Bill Franks, Teradata’s

differentiator. Ignoring it can put a brand on

emerging trends in data and being nimble

chief analytics officer.

its heels in three to 12 months.”

is not expecting accounting, your business

time-sensitive,

and

personalized

One example Fair spoke of was a telecom

analyst, or the spreadsheet team in finance to

client

double as data masters and data storytellers.

and phone. Customers come to them

Omni Hotels is not a client of Teradata’s, but

through many channels, and by using data

Omni is doing what Fair recommends, and

strategically across those channels, they

that is to put a team in place.

were able to address customer churn better.

that

offers

mobile,

broadband,

Editor-in-chief and D Custom president Gordon Price
Locke has led the marketing of several well-known
brands. In his spare time, you’ll find him at the gym
or watching horror movies with his dogs, Sugar and
Twyla.
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CEOs have never
been under greater
pressure to deliver
financial results.
It is how they’re rated,
ranked, and judged by
investors, directors,
analysts, and most
other stakeholders.

Organic

Growth
is the C-Suite’s #1 Priority
By Rob Calderin

A

company’s financial results are not
just how CEOs are compensated;
they’re the yardstick for whether
they keep the job. The constant

pressure to improve top-line sales while
managing costs is measured quarter-byquarter, and while some may say this shortterm performance standard puts long-range
planning at risk, the time allotted to deliver
financial gains continues to decrease. Case
in point: Ron Johnson was at JC Penney just
17 months before getting the boot.

Experience
Customer

Experience

Management,

or

So, what are the implications for the CMO

CEM, is the process of managing a customer’s

in this must-show-growth environment? After

exposure, engagement, and interaction with

several years of acquiring ad agencies, a New

a brand. Creating a brand-centric, unique

York holding company CEO once told his

experience at every touchpoint is the goal—a

agency presidents, “Acquisition is not a growth

very

strategy.” Clearly, if M&A were the answer, the

marketing and advertising’s focus on brand

CMO would have a more comfortable role. But,

communications.

with organic growth as the KPI for 2013, chief

companies’ “Experience Architects” examine

marketers shoulder much of the responsibility

customer motivations, purchase behavior, the

for developing growth strategies that drive top-

environment, brand communications, and the

line sales performance. There are five areas of

operational infrastructure in detail and focus

meaningful impact that can help CMOs identify

on optimizing the customer experience in

strategic growth initiatives uniquely suited to

every channel, across all communication and

their company.

delivery platforms.

different

exercise
In

the

than

traditional

CEM

model,

Given the myriad channels that allow
customers to access a brand—word of mouth,

41

PERCENT

traditional media, packaging, sampling, website,
of U.S. CEOs see organic
growth as their main
opportunity in 2013, according
to PWC’s 16th Annual Global
CEO Survey 2013.

social/digital, mobile, call center, blogs, and
selling environment—consistency significantly
impacts brand awareness and perceptions. But
the consumer’s engagement experience at each
touchpoint is a much more powerful indicator
of the decision to buy or not to buy.

70

PERCENT
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of American consumers
have cut spending, are more
cautious about purchases,
and insist on getting value
for the money.

CEM is not an easy strategy.
Rooted in a customer-centric mentality,
CEM transforms the way an entire
company does business.

The book If It Ain’t Broke, Break It, by Robert Kriegel and Louis
Palter, posits that if you’re not continually reinventing your brand,
business model, customer experience, and products, you can count
on some competitor out there devising a better, faster, cheaper way of
serving and stealing your customer.
The kind of innovation that drives sustainable growth is rooted in
creating a strategic advantage in the marketplace. It’s not the “a-ha”
moment from a series of brainstorming ideation sessions. Profitable
innovation is a dynamic process of continually evaluating where
you can win, developing changes that fill that gap, and uncovering
consumers’ ever-evolving needs and desires. Just as important is
understanding where your brand falls short of their expectations.

Insight
CEM is not an easy strategy. Rooted in a customer-centric

Successful growth companies have a deep understanding of

mentality, CEM transforms the way an entire company does

their customers. The insights they gain by knowing, tracking,

business. For many, this requires a cultural change in which

following, and predicting customer needs and behavior set the stage

marketers work closer with operations, product designers, and

for innovation, customer experience, brand promise, and value.

IT than ever before. But for brand marketers who shift from traditional

Technology has given marketers an added dimension for developing

advertising solutions to CEM strategies, focused on optimizing the

meaningful customer insights.

customer experience, the pay-off is in increased sales driven by a

Much is being said about big data and how companies are using

deeper knowledge and stronger relationship with the customer. This is

the massive amounts of information at their disposal. Data is driving

a more sustainable approach to growing a brand, far more effective than

business decision-making in every department, division, and level of

traditional loyalty programs. When done well, this growth strategy nets

companies today. For marketers, data has enormous implications for

short-term sales and long-term brand ambassadors.

everything, from where budget investments are made to where the
customer looks when they enter the aisle.

Innovation

The first step is to find meaningful information from massive

Innovation is no longer just the key growth driver for a limited group

amounts of data. The second is turning that information into useful

of categories like automobiles, pharmaceuticals, and technology brands.

insights that foster smart decisions and create value for the customer.

Today, it is a necessary strategic initiative for virtually every product and

From data mining, or discovering useful information, to machine

service. Solid, organic growth depends on a company’s ability to make

learning, which focuses on predicting outcomes, CMOs that can

innovative changes designed to keep the brand and its value proposition

turn 10,000 pages of data into 10 valuable insights will generate

relevant and desirable.

disproportionate growth.
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Zappos CEO, Tony
Hsieh, continues to
find new ways for
the brand to bond
emotionally with
their customers.

And while data provides a reliable tool to build this knowledge,
high growth companies seem to know that insight is also gained on
the front lines. It is staggering how few companies spend time in
their stores, learning from their own customers.
The single most important Quick Service Restaurant consumer
insight in the last 10 years was uncovered by McDonald’s, when
observational researchers noticed how many moms came in to buy
Happy Meals for their kids, then sat in the restaurant, chatting on
their cellphones with a cup of Starbucks coffee, but consuming no
McDonald’s menu offerings. Few—if any—menu items actually
appealed to them. The company responded with a barrage of
products, from premium salads to quality chicken sandwiches, and
later McCafé beverages, that drove sales at higher than category
rates for nearly a decade.

Relevance
Brand relevance is created by the sum of all consumers’ experiences

experience around issues people care deeply about. They become

with the brand, its competitors, and even influencer brands in other

vehicles for customers to express their values, versus simply a means

categories. Loss of relevance can be both self-inflicted and imposed

to solve a need or fulfill a desire. The result is greater relevance and

by competitors’ innovations that set higher customer expectations.

loyalty. The challenge with this approach is to align customers’

This dynamic occurred when Blackberry lost relevance, despite

values with the firm’s values to create a profitable model that’s

overwhelming penetration among high-value customers who, at one

sustainable and genuine.

point, were emotionally engaged super-fans. Even power brands like

Of course, the best defense is to never lose relevance in the first

Coca-Cola and McDonald’s have suffered loss of relevance, yet came

place. Madonna has reinvented her brand many times over the years,

back by staying true to values that made them relevant in the first

maintaining relevance and influencing other artists across several

place, coupled with a perpetually dynamic brand voice. The lesson is

generations in a category notorious for rapidly shifting consumer

that staying relevant requires continuous brand renewal.

tastes and one-hit wonders.

Successful growth brands strengthen relevance by continually
finding new ways to increase their emotional bond with customers

Value

by working hard at being loved. Zappos grew five-fold in six years by

Before a company can grow shareholder value, its first

creating a culture around going to extremes for customers. They use

responsibility is customer value creation—that is, to ensure there is

their interactions with customers as an opportunity to create lasting

real value in their value proposition. The ultimate arbiters of value

memories, and then celebrate exceptional examples of great service

are its customers, so determining what they value is the first step in

throughout the organization to continue the courtship.

establishing the vitality and growth trajectory of a brand.

Growth brands like Chipotle tap into customers’ values and

The economic challenges of the last six years caused a

design their branding, product offerings, messaging, and customer

fundamental shift in consumer attitudes about value, away from
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And while data provides a reliable tool to build
this knowledge, high growth companies seem to
know that insight is also gained on the front lines.

It is staggering how few companies
spend time in their stores, learning
from their own customers.

instant gratification and towards considered

focused “Always Low Prices” promise. It’s

consumption. While American consumers’

part of a more sustainable repositioning that

aspirations and expectations remain relatively

includes store re-imaging and product offering

high, 70 percent have cut spending, are more

upgrades, which are other key elements of the

cautious about purchases, and insist on getting

value proposition.

value for the money. The upshot is that a

The big takeaway is that there is no room for

brand’s value equation—what consumers get

the “if it ain’t broke, don’t break it” mentality in

for what they pay—has become an even greater

today’s marketplace. Delivering on the CEO’s

determinant of the strength of the brand

drive for financial results through organic

value proposition.

growth demands that CMOs continuously

Within this context, brands need to reassess

uncover actionable insights; improve their

and adjust their value proposition to remain

brands’ value proposition, relevance, and

vital. Consider how growing retail brands

customer experience; and foster a culture of

like Target, which touts “Expect More. Pay

innovation that drives forward momentum.

Less,” emphasize the “what you get” aspect
of the equation while ensuring that pricing
is competitive on an absolute basis. Not to be
outdone, after 19 years, Walmart shifted to a
benefit-based value proposition, “Save More.
Live Better,” from its one-dimensional, price-

A former marketing executive for major restaurant
brands, Rob Calderin helps companies envision new
and different brand futures, innovate new products and
brand experiences, and inspire teams to do more than
they believe they can.
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What to Expect
from Your Agency when

l
l
He
l
l
A g Loose

is Breakin

Defining the Integrated Agency of the Digital Age
By Paul McEnany

I

t’s a mess out there. Proven channels are delivering

Where’s the spark?

diminishing returns year after year. Everyone says

The challenge of advertising was never a matter of making things.

engagement is important, but that usually means another

There was no app that helped you manage your shopping experience.

coupon or promotion that inevitably forces you to

We didn’t consider what happened after a click.

lose profit for likes. The line between marketing and operations is
getting murkier.
There are more opportunities than ever, but it’s only gotten harder
to determine if or how they make a difference to your business.

There was no expectation for the viewer to do much of anything.
Agencies were left to do one thing really well—create a spark between
a brand and a customer. Products were made more profitable through
this inherently intangible notion.
After the screams of the death of

Whether we are creating apps or status updates,

advertising, the need to stop telling great
stories and get on with making great
utilities, our conversations changed. We

you should expect advertising to do what it

spent less time on the spark and more time

was always meant to do–add intrigue, emotion,

worried more about functionality and less

thoughtfulness, story, surprise, magic–in ways
that make you more noticeable.

on where this or that button should go. We
about emotion.
It is the difficulty of doing. We are easily
wooed by the rationality of the tangible,
often at the expense of the spark.
Whether we are creating apps or status
updates, you should expect advertising and
marketing to do what it was always meant to

Media channels have disintegrated into an increasingly complex

do—add intrigue, emotion, thoughtfulness, story, surprise, magic—in

network of possibilities. Broadcast television is noticeably suffering

ways that make you more noticeable. The biggest wins will always be

as Netflix, DVRs, and a hundred cable channels divide audiences.

when we use these new tools not just to make peoples’ lives easier,

Mobile is already upending the way the Internet works and altering

but to enhance advertising and marketing at their best.

how all of us shop, eat, read, drive, and communicate.
The cost of attention has skyrocketed. It takes more time and more

The modern integrated agency

money to break through. Decades of paying for eyeballs has made the

“Integrated” can’t just mean campaigns that happen to cross

challenge of earned engagement that much more difficult. The good

channels. That’s table stakes. We’re meant to create conversations.

old days are gone.

To use data we didn’t have 10 years ago. To understand organizations,
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incorporate customer service, and invent
new products. We’re meant to operate
like publishing houses, pushing content
on a daily basis and receiving judgment
immediately through the tweets and likes
of fans.
It also can’t mean that every potential
need you might have will be executed within
our walls. Sometimes you’ll need specialists,

3 roles of the
integrated agency
Brands requiring sustainable success in a competitive marketing
environment should expect their agencies to be the voice of the
strategy, effective managers of internal communication, and above
all else, the conscience of the brand.

and it’s not realistic to trade expertise
for practicality.
Advertising

and

marketing

are

not

Managers

statements of a product we make, but of our
purpose. We make products easy to like. We
make them more famous, more attractive,

Voice

conscience

and more familiar. Truly integrated agencies
are those that keep this purpose central
while remaining effective with new partners,
in new places, and different methods. We
will still create magic, but that magic will
only sustain itself if we are repeatedly and
ruthlessly committed to it.

SVP, Strategy & Digital, Paul McEnany,
has helped brands like Walmart, Microsoft,
and Aaron Brothers Art & Framing find their
voice, develop their digital presence, and

1 	The voice of the strategy
The essence of strategy is defining where you are, where you’re
heading, how you’ll get there, and how you’ll know if you’re making
progress. These are aspects in which the agency must excel. You should
expect us to clearly illustrate the nature of our challenges, provide a
sense of purpose, and define what success looks like. Without this, no
company can be successful operating under these conditions.

connect with their audiences. He also jumps
out of airplanes and had a starring role on
Judge Judy.

2 Managers of internal Communication
No strategy will work if no one understands it. Too much bureaucracy
leads to confusion. Partnerships won’t be effective without trust.
Strategic alignment across channels, stores, and services is only
possible when every bit of the process is as transparent, simple, and
uncomplicated as possible. If your agency operates as a black box, it
only diminishes its ability to play nice with others.

3 	The conscience of the brand
Creative development will happen more quickly. We will experiment
and test more often. Responses to the needs of the audience will be
more fluid. Ideas will further expand into new types of experiences. The
job of the agency is to keep perspective. We have to understand what
makes your brand interesting and what matters to the audience and
keep those thoughts connected, no matter the challenge.
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CMO Conversations:

BREAKING IN A NEW BOSS
BY ROBERT MCENANY
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If the patterns of the last three years hold, according to Booz & Company’s
tracking of the top 2,500 public companies worldwide, nearly half of the
marketing executives reading this article could face the disruption of
onboarding a new CEO over the next three years.
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A

fter months, maybe years, of earning your chief executive officer’s
respect and trust, supporting his or her agenda and long-range
vision, increasing sales and moving your brand forward, managing
productive agency relationships and effectively leading your own
department, and building a comfortable working relationship—

you get the news. Your colleague is moving on. A new CEO will be leading the
executive team, and the company. At warp speed, your business life has shifted
from the familiar rhythms of day-to-day progress and accomplishment into
stressful uncertainty. How do you react? What do you do first?
Apply the Tools of Your Trade

Enter Listening

Dick Metzler, a former CMO and current chairman of the

Metzler, like most marketers, is a strong believer in paying close

Transportation Marketing & Sales Association, suggests that you

attention to the “Voice of the Consumer,” no less so when the target

simply apply the same fundamentals to this situation as you would

audience is your new boss. He suggests spending just as much time

to any new marketing challenge in your day job. “All the same

framing questions you need answered as you spend framing the

qualities and disciplines that make you a good marketer apply in this

information you want to communicate. Odds are that your CEO is

circumstance,” says Metzler. First, you need to do your homework

more immediately interested in how you think than about what you

and learn what you can about your “target audience.”

know. Asking the right questions can send you both away having

You may discover a great deal about the new CEO’s priorities and

learned something valuable from the exchange. Consider opening

working style from a quick Internet search. What does the CEO say in

your dialogue with the new CEO around questions like this—and

speeches, interviews, and articles, both by and about them? A review

listen carefully to the answers for maximum benefit:

of a LinkedIn profile can often provide clues to how this executive
will view your industry, the enterprise, and where marketing fits.
The objective of this exercise is not to craft the answers the new CEO
wants to hear, but rather to help you frame the right questions for
your first meeting and present your information in the way the CEO

∂

 hat fundamentals do you see driving our
W
business today?

∂

 ave you had a chance to form your vision for the
H
organization, or settle on the business goals you
feel are most important?

∂

 hat role do you expect marketing to play in
W
supporting those goals?

∂

 o you expect to make any fundamental changes
D
in the direction of the enterprise?

∂

How do you define marketing success?

is most comfortable receiving it.
For example, in a recent New York Times interview, Jenna Fagnan,
president of Tequila Avion, is upfront about her “pet peeve”—when
people take a while to get to the point. “Now I draw a triangle for
my team and point to the top, and I’ll say ‘Give me the main point up
here, and if I want the rest, I’ll ask,’” says Fagnan. Knowing this kind
of preference in advance keeps you from losing the attention of your
impatient CEO.
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BAD NEWS FIRST. FULL DISCLOSURE. NO SURPRISES.

In Metzler’s view, the worst error a CMO can make is leaving a meeting
without achieving clarity from the new CEO about what is required of
marketing, and what is expected of the CMO personally.
Mark Speese, chief executive officer of Rent-A-Center, agrees. He relentlessly
holds every senior officer who reports to him to a straightforward statement of
expectations: Bad news first. Full disclosure. No surprises. It is hard to miss the
central points of honesty, transparency, and ownership embodied in those seven
simple words.

Bring the Data—But With All the Data, Bring Insight
At some point, the call for a formal brand or business review will come. That’s
when the CMO will face some critical choices. How much to share, how deep
to go, which initiatives to highlight, what level of tactical detail, how much

THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS EXERCISE IS NOT TO CRAFT THE
ANSWERS THE NEW CEO WANTS TO HEAR, BUT RATHER
TO HELP YOU FRAME THE RIGHT QUESTIONS FOR YOUR
FIRST MEETING AND PRESENT YOUR INFORMATION IN
THE WAY THE CEO IS MOST COMFORTABLE RECEIVING IT.

rationale, how much data, how to organize the data to make it comprehensible?
Laurie Katapski, a senior marketing executive at Perkins & Marie Callender’s
restaurants, advises, “Brief the new CEO on your current marketing approach
and history in phases. You will probably only get increments of time in the
beginning, and you don’t want to overwhelm.”
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Odds are that your CEO
is more immediately
interested in how you think
than about what you know.

Prioritize the arc of topics you could cover,
says Katapski, and focus on delivering clear,
data-supported rationale for the current
direction. This is another opportunity to ask
questions first, and let the new CEO set his or
her own agenda: “I want to be sure my presentation
includes the elements you feel are essential at this
stage. What topics or issues are you most interested in
talking about right now?”
Big data is certainly at the center of many
marketing conversations right now, but an early
meeting with a new CEO may not be the time to
begin your presentation with dense, numberladen charts tracing years of the brand’s
weekly sales and transaction trend history.
You’ll probably do better to concentrate, at least
initially, on analysis—not just on the numbers,
but on what they mean, and how they point
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toward your brand’s current direction. Even if your presentation device is as simple as a classic SWOT analysis or
strategy matrix, or a graph of marketing spend to demonstrate efficiency and positive ROI, your CEO will learn as
much about you and your capabilities as they do about the marketing plan.

Eyes Forward
Becky Higgins, chief marketing officer for Helzberg Diamonds, believes it is appropriate to focus on
the future rather than the past, but cautions that changes are likely. “Every new CEO wants to make
an immediate and visible impact on the organization,” says Higgins. “Marketing can be a quicker
route to execute than overhauling a product selection or impacting a national sales force. Be open
to course corrections, and be ready with testing scenarios.”
The most visible element in most consumer marketing plans—and the most costly—is often the
brand’s advertising campaign, and that component is frequently singled out for special scrutiny
and susceptible to redirection. However, Patty Reupke, a seasoned marketing communications
executive at Baylor Health Care System, warns, “Change isn’t always the wisest action to take for
the long-range future of the brand.”
Reupke advises the CMO to disarm the possibility of premature change by bringing campaign
strategy front and center as an early component of the onboarding process. “The first thing I
would explain is why we have chosen to position the campaign messages as we have, how the
many parts of our integrated marketing campaign connect and are mutually dependent, and [the
data] which has brought us to these decisions.”

The CMO’s Most Crucial Decision
Leadership changes, as stressful and disruptive as they may be, are an unavoidable fact of business
life. As chief marketing officer, you have a crucial first choice to make, one that will influence your
department’s morale, your relationships
with colleagues, your own job satisfaction,
maybe even your career path. Will you simply
accept the news, or embrace it? Will you react
with annoyance and anxiety, or will you welcome
your new CEO and the opportunity to think about

Executive editor Robert McEnany is a founder
and Managing Partner at Levenson Group.
Before coming to Dallas, and rejoining the dark
(agency) side, he was a Brand Manager for Quaker
Oats Company.

fresh, new ways to move the brand forward?
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the reputation report:
SET KPIs or perish
in the age of social media, reputation isn’t just PR speak. It impacts
profits, customer loyalty, and employee performance.
By Rebecca Bilbao

Visit connotemagazine.com for an online
exclusive on establishing the right reputation kpis.

The campaign soured
quickly. McDonald’s
invited customers to
post their #mcstories
on Twitter. Tweets

world, they develop an emotional connection, often expressed as loyalty.
In today’s 24/7 always-connected world, reputation has tangible value that
can impact topline and bottomline growth, and it can rise and fall with the
speed of social media.

The value of viral
In her summary of findings from the Reputation Institute, Forbes

poured in, but to

correspondent Jacquelyn Smith reports that “for companies with strong

the brand’s horror,

products and 50 percent would be willing to recommend their products to

customers used the

reputations, 55 percent of consumers say they would definitely buy their
others. For companies with weak reputations, these percentages fall to only 31
percent willing to buy and just 28 percent willing to recommend.”
The Reputation Institute conducted a survey which found that most

hashtag to post their

companies aren’t prioritizing reputation management as an asset. Only 13

worst McDonald’s

their business practices. They have gotten there using deliberate strategies,

experiences.
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We operate in an economy that highly values reputation. When customers,
employees, and stakeholders perceive that a company is “doing good” in the

percent of companies have fully integrated reputation management into
recognizing that reputation is a core component of operational performance
and business success.

Companies with
consistently positive
reputations had nearly 13%
better returns than the
competition.
from a company with a poor reputation (61 percent versus 5 percent).
An analysis by Prophet also shows that highly respected companies
generally outperform their competitors. Using Google finance data from
2006-2008, Prophet found that companies with consistently positive
reputations had nearly 13 percent better returns than the competition.
Reputation influences consumer purchases, investor decisions,
financial performance, and internal employee satisfaction. It is visible
in an instant on the first page of Google. New information that affects
a company’s reputation can spread virally across the globe in a matter
of hours. It is not easy to build a strong reputation in

54%

Daily communications and decisions do not

of people ages 65+ are
online —Pew Research Center

a digital world, but in such a dynamic situation, it has
never been more worthwhile.

Reducing risk
By creating a strong digital presence and actively
engaging in social media, companies reduce risk
and capitalize on opportunities, giving themselves
a

strong

advantage

over

competitors

while

simultaneously protecting themselves from potential

just consider reputation; they revolve around it as

reputation damage.

a Key Performance Indicator (KPI). Companies
that are serious about creating a positive reputation invest significant

Consider this: One in four teens are “cell-mostly” Internet users,

amounts of their budgets into reputation management, an investment

who say they mostly go online using their phone. At the other end of

that directly impacts its financial performance.

the spectrum, the Pew Research Center’s Internet and American Life
Project reports that as of 2013, a majority 54 percent of people over age

Reputation and employee performance
A company’s reputation is often considered what outsiders think,
but it is important to also consider internal reputation. According to a

65 used the Internet.
Companies that are most successful in leveraging social media and
message virility deploy social media specialists and best practices to:

report by Hill+Knowlton, 83 percent of MBA students list reputation

•

Manage the company’s presence on social networks

as a critical component of choosing a future employer.

•

Use analytics to measure campaigns and demonstrate value

A company’s values and deeds are important to employees and

•

Listen with real-time monitoring tools

potential employees. Critical factors include a positive environment in

•

Ensure that a company’s digital communications are in line

the office and a social/philanthropic commitment, one that supports

with its reputation strategy

a sense of purpose. This is attractive to top recruits and helps create a

These specialists also have a good understanding of what makes

loyal employee base.

things go viral across multiple platforms. A strong digital media

Clearly, reputation and performance are linked. According to a

presence not only helps companies connect personally to followers,

study by Harris Interactive, people are much more likely to purchase

but also creates a strong platform of media assets to counter any

products or services from a company with a strong reputation than

negative media messaging.
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Characters from
Reel FX’s first
in-house feature
film, Free Birds,
are ready for their
close-up.

s
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CMoS and
whether launching a new product, refreshing an old one, or being

By 9:30 the parking lot is full, mostly with compact, reliable

handed a new division to position and grow, can learn from the Dallas-

transportation: Toyotas, Hondas, Volkswagens—with a few luxury cars

based animation studio and its leadership. Why? It may be the next

sprinkled in. A DART rail stop across the street provides a convenient

Pixar.

alternative to the crowded lot.

The studio, tucked into a sizable but nondescript red-brick building

Katherine Harper, director of marketing/PR, appears in the lobby

that formerly housed Yahoo Broadcast.com, is buzzing these days with

to conduct a tour of the facilities. We walk through a long, cavernous

work on two full-length feature films—the company’s first movies

lobby, with large-scale artwork of the company’s signature projects

developed entirely in-house.

hung on stark white walls. A hip Chuck E. of Chuck E. Cheese’s fame—

It used to be that Dallas-based Reel FX was a “work-for-hire” shop

he’s wearing skinny jeans—stands out. Another piece depicts Open

doing commercial advertising and animated projects for others. But the

Season 2, a popular animated children’s film and the company’s first

studio has evolved over the past two decades to reach today’s tipping

feature-length, work-for-hire project for Sony Pictures. Yet another

point—creation of its own feature-length animated movies for the big

painting shows a concept for one of Reel FX’s still unreleased, internally

screen. Whether it’s up to the task will be tested when it releases its first

developed films.

film—an animated comedy about turkeys called Free Birds, with voices

Down a hall, we peek into a darkened editing suite where the shades

by Owen Wilson, Woody Harrelson, and Amy Poehler, to be distributed

are pulled tight and the lights remain off. Only the glow of computer

by Relativity Media—in November. Moviegoers will get a chance to

screens and hushed voices indicate activity in the cozy room, outfitted

critique the studio’s work again in October 2014, when its second

with couches and overstuffed chairs. It’s one of several editing suites

film, Book of Life, hits theaters.

available to out-of-town clients who may be here for days or weeks

O’Brien, who has been the CEO for more than eight years, commands
considerable street cred for helping the studio reach this milestone—a
dream long envisioned by the studio’s founders.
Although Reel FX lacks much name recognition outside the
animation industry, it’s well-ingrained in Hollywood, where it has

overseeing a project.
Elsewhere, large open-concept areas house dozens of creatives, from
computer geeks to sketch artists. Most are working under dimmed
lighting at elaborately decorated workstations; think goofy knickknacks
on every spare surface. Stodgy, Reel FX is not.

worked for major studios including Fox, Disney, Warner Bros., Sony

Across the ceiling, a rainbow of cable wiring—some 12 miles of it—

Pictures, and DreamWorks. The shop also enjoys a strong reputation

snakes through the building. We stop in front of the “render farm,” an

on the commercial side, having done the modern remake of the Chuck

elaborate room sealed in glass with reams of high-tech equipment. This

E. character of Chuck E. Cheese’s pizza parlor fame. Says Bill Cochran,

is where computer animation is processed into “live-action” movie

creative group head at The Richards Group, which oversaw the redo: “I

footage. Dedicated staff, called render wranglers, oversee the process.

couldn’t have been more happy that the people best for the job are here
in Dallas. They’re always exceeding our expectations and listening to
our ideas.”
And O’Brien, a numbers man with a creative side, was just what Reel
FX needed to make it all happen.

The Office
It’s 9:15 a.m., and a steady stream of employees swipe their access
cards and enter the front doors at Reel FX. Some take a sharp left, up
the industrial-style stairs. Others head through the lobby area to other
parts of the building. The preferred dress for the 280 workers here:
jeans, t-shirts, and tennis shoes. Were it warmer, flip-flops would be the
footwear of choice.
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OBrien who has been the CEO for
more than eight years commands
considerable street cred for
helping the studio reach this
milestone a dream long envisioned
by the studios founders.

Because even a single image can take up to eight hours to
render, employees assigned to the farm work ’round-theclock shifts to ensure it functions without downtime.

world and ride the waves, so to speak.”
O’Brien entered the University of California-Irvine
without declaring a major, eventually settling on

Lest anyone think this place is strictly business, we

economics. His first job out of college was in mortgage

pass by the fake “cover” of an AARP magazine hanging

finance—wearing a suit and tie, working at a bank

on a hallway wall. It depicts a middle-aged guy sprinting

providing financing to homebuilders and investors in a

down a track. On closer inspection the guy is CEO

red-hot housing market. He lasted barely a year before

O’Brien, running in what was Reel FX’s own version of

leaving to find something that better suited him. He

the summer Olympics a few years back. The headline

found it in a market research firm focusing on national

trumpets: “Never too old for gold!” with a subheading,

restaurant clients.

“O’Brien makes his mark at the Sr. Games.” Down further

After about three years doing that, O’Brien decided

on the cover, bold lettering touts, “90 is the new fifty!”

to return to school for an MBA. He was offered

Warning: A lot of people in this building know how to use

scholarships to two schools: Pepperdine, overlooking

PhotoShop.

the Pacific Ocean, and Southern Methodist University,

The animation studio’s
office in the Deep
Ellum district of
downtown Dallas.

smack in the heart of Dallas. Living on the beach in

Entrepreneur at Heart

Malibu seemed like the better choice, he concedes

O’Brien, a laid-back 48-year-old, grew up on the

now. But O’Brien wanted to experience another part of

West Coast not knowing what he wanted to do. But in

the country. Dallas, and Deep Ellum, made a good first

stereotypical California style, he didn’t stress about it,

impression.

either. “I’ve always looked at the world as a chance to

“I met friends right away at school,” he says, recalling

explore and later on decide what to do,” he says. “Surf the

those first days living in a rental condo near the SMU
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Key for the founders was protecting the studios
culture as a place where innovation could thrive
with a bottom up management approach.
campus with other students who would become lifelong buddies. “One

with O’Brien. It was a casual lunch at a Mexican restaurant in the West

of my first memories of Dallas is the second or third night I was here, we

End with the company’s other co-founder, David Needham. Chuck Peil,

went to a place called Club Dada. Back in the day it was ‘the’ place. Edie

a founding member and vice president of business development, plus a

Brickell and her band were playing. She has a huge mouth, so when she

Reel FX investor who was making the introductions, also attended.

sings she is real striking. Later on, they became a big deal.”
After SMU O’Brien joined an investment bank, where he helped
European companies merge with American companies to form

“I think we immediately hit it off,” Carman recalls. “I could see Steve
had great entrepreneurial business experience, and also an appreciation
for the creative side of the business.”

worldwide distribution networks. It was there that he was bitten by

Key for the founders was protecting the studio’s culture as a place

the entrepreneurial bug. “That’s where I saw when companies sell, the

where innovation could thrive with a bottom-up management approach.

owners make a lot of money. It’s a good payout,” he says. “You are not

Carman knew the company he co-founded in his spare bedroom in Fort

just getting a payout, but you are building a nest egg that has locked up

Worth in 1993 needed someone besides himself at the helm, in order

value that you can unlock. After I saw that happen a few times, I decided I

to take it to the next level. Reel FX would soon be producing GI Joe, a

should be on that side of the table. I should be selling a company someday.”

direct-to-DVD film for Hasbro that was stretching resources.

The investment bank’s decision to relocate operations to New

“I was directing the feature, running the studio, and was creatively in

York gave O’Brien the push he needed. He didn’t want to leave Dallas,

charge of everything, including the direction of the company, and it was

though, so in 1995 he partnered with two others to co-found a creative

just too much to execute it with excellence,” Carman says. “You just have

studio here where he served as president and the guy with the business

to go through that process of sharing your baby with somebody else, and

acumen. The studio, called Big Hand, created interactive media,

a lot of people don’t make that transition. They can’t let go.”

including CD ROMs and touch-screen kiosks. It merged in 1998 with

“I was blessed with the vision to know that’s how we were going to

Rare Medium in a deal valued at as much as $125 million. O’Brien, who

achieve the vision I had for the company,” adds Carman, who now serves

stayed on through the merger, received a healthy payout, although it was

as executive creative director, overseeing Reel FX’s commercial division.

in stock with lockout periods—some of which hadn’t expired when the
tech bubble burst in 2001.

He had reached a level of trust that O’Brien would not only stay true
to the vision, but accelerate it.

Not long after the merger, O’Brien approached Rare Medium’s
venture-capital arm about a business idea to deliver packages via

Living Life Fully

commercial airlines. The VC firm, along with big names like Hicks

O’Brien may have been able to do that because of his childhood,

Muse and United Airlines, helped finance his idea, called NextJet.

which was anything but typical. He was just 5 years old when a car crash

The company enjoyed early success but had to completely reinvent

took the lives of his two older siblings. His parents were injured but

itself after the 9/11 terrorist attacks, which essentially shut down the

survived. O’Brien, who was also in the car, suffered a broken wrist but

transport of commercial packages on passenger airlines. To survive,

was otherwise physically unharmed. He still thinks about the accident—

NextJet developed logistics software for expedited deliveries which it

quite a bit, he admits. “Certain things you can’t forget, being in a car that

licensed to several companies including UPS, which bought the firm’s

somersaults down a hill,” he says, in a steady but matter-of-fact voice.

assets in 2004.

Despite his tender age when tragedy struck, O’Brien believes it likely

“NextJet was just a business idea that made a lot of sense,” O’Brien

shaped his outlook, one that’s based on living life fully.

says. “We were doing very well and then, when September 11 hit, we

“I developed a deep respect for my parents and how strong they were,”

had to rethink the whole thing. It was definitely the biggest business

he says. Both are now aged and living in a Dallas retirement home. “One

challenge of my life.”

thing that I noticed is that they didn’t baby me or try to overprotect me.

In the months prior to the sale, O’Brien joined the board of Reel FX

I got into skiing and almost broke my back skiing, tore up my back pretty

at the invitation of a Reel FX investor and friend. Within a couple of

good. I would go backpacking in the Sierras and did all kinds of things

months, he was named CEO.

in which my mother was probably like, ‘Please don’t get hurt.’ But they

Dale Carman, Reel FX co-founder, vividly recalls his first meeting
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didn’t say, ‘We don’t want you doing that.’”

Is your marketing
team seeing its vision
for growth in 3D?

O’Brien’s growing-up years were otherwise normal.

in races, marathons, triathlons or the like (Reel FX

He learned to play the keyboard and made model trains,

Olympics aside, of course). Although he didn’t reveal it,

planes, and ships with stinky Testors glue. His next-

others confirmed that he is the company’s reigning ping-

door neighbor was one of his best friends. Later on, as

pong champion.

an adult, he took up electric guitar and continued his

When asked who influenced him as a young adult,

fondness for making things with his hands by dabbling

he pauses, not immediately settling on a name. Then he

in woodworking. An interest in architecture and design

recalls the impact that Irish rocker and LiveAid founder

led him to design some of the furniture pieces in his

Bob Geldof’s book, Is That It?, had on him some 20 years

home, although he had someone else build them. He’s

ago. The book, the fifth one down in a haphazard stack

a fan of mid-century architecture and winces when

in his office, tells Geldof’s journey from music stardom to

he sees 1950s-era homes being torn down to build

philanthropist.

McMansions. He oversaw the renovation of his own
mid-century home.
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“He made it his mission to make a difference,” O’Brien
says. “I was impressed that one guy could make so much

O’Brien exercises not because he loves it, but because

difference in the world—a guy who probably particularly

he wants to stay healthy. He works out a couple days a

wasn’t very well-respected, considered a lowly musician

week in the early morning. Disciplined, he wakes at 5:30

who was probably a drug addict and party animal, the

a.m. on Saturdays for a two-hour workout, preferring

typical stereotype of a rocker. Then he stepped up and

the gym or running. But you won’t see him competing

did all this great stuff.”

The Next Pixar?

“We are a 20-year-old company, but I feel like we are a startup

When Dallas-based D CEO magazine first interviewed O’Brien

again—in a good way,” he says. “In the first few years of the company

in 2007, he was three years into the job as Reel FX’s chief executive.

you are a startup, and at any moment the difference between staying

The writer said O’Brien spoke in a monotone and looked scruffy, like

in business or not is a razor’s edge. You knew when we were having

he had just woken from a nap. O’Brien, somewhat incredulous, relates

a good week because we had Top Ramen noodles with protein. A bad

the article’s description of himself to chief operating officer Kyle Clark,

week is when you don’t get the protein.”

who laughs.
Clark calls O’Brien the “calm in the storm.” Others describe him as
even-keeled and approachable. Clark is a long-timer, having joined
Reel FX about a year before O’Brien, when the studio employed about
45 full-time employees. “We were mostly doing commercial post-

O’Brien, Peil says, was the right guy to help the company reach this
critical junction: a tactician and a sharp businessman, but one who
knows more than numbers. Chemistry and creativity are key.
“You need to understand the art side of the business, or you can kill
a business,” Peil says.

production and...were just dipping our toe into the all-animated, all CG

Creative studios often operate on the edge. The inevitable

entertainment films,” he says, referring to “computer-generated” films.

delays in the movie-making business can be killers for the work-

Clark, who had come to Reel FX after working for big West Coast

for-hire animation shops that support the big studios, because

studios and with Microsoft on the first-generation of Xbox games,

the smaller payrolls need to be met despite the delays. The recent

said the creative vibe at Reel FX was palpable. “It had a really great

Oscars, dominated by Life of Pi, a movie acclaimed for its visual

feel to it,” he says. “There were a lot of great people dedicated to

effects, drove that lesson home. The animation studio involved in

building this thing and working a lot of long hours. They were really

the Academy Award-winning film filed for bankruptcy protection

passionate about the studio.” Now with about 320 employees—40 of

in the months leading up to the Oscars. The animation industry

them at a location in California—the studio has become a mainstay in

was incensed after the director of the film—which won multiple

the entertainment business, having reached the point of owning and

awards—failed to acknowledge the studio, Rhythm & Hues, from

producing its own intellectual content. Funded by investors including

the stage.

Bedrock and Pharos Capital, Reel FX spent its first couple of decades

The Rhythm & Hues bankruptcy also hit home with Reel FX, which

building up its experience by working with big partners, developing the

held a recruiting event at its Santa Monica studio, interviewing nearly

talent and technology to lay the groundwork for making its own films.

200 of the laid-off workers.

The early challenges forced Reel FX to think and operate differently

“There are other studios that are having tons of trouble—big studios

in order to be competitive. “A lot of these big studios have been around

with big names,” O’Brien says. “We’ve been keeping our heads down

a long time. You can think of them as the Titanic,” Clark says. “Any

and doing it our way.”

sort of change in process or technology is very difficult. We are like a

Now that it’s doing its own movies, part of Reel FX’s strategy is to

speedboat, so we can adapt to change much easier, much faster. The

keep its projects on track. “If we are successful keeping a continuous

CG technology used to make these films will literally change on a daily

flow of work through the pipeline, we are good,” O’Brien says. “Our

and weekly basis. We are able to constantly evaluate what’s new—how

budgets are very tight and efficient. Hopefully our films”—here he

to do things differently.”

pauses to knock on wood—“sell tickets.”

Founding member Peil dreams of bursting onto the big screen in the
manner of much-admired Pixar. Pixar brought the nation its beloved
Toy Story, the first feature-length CG film, and later ruled the box
office again with Finding Nemo.

In 2012, O’Brien says, Reel FX was slightly profitable for the first
time in years.
“For years we have been reinvesting all our profits, and then some,
into intellectual property and films,” he says. “It’s an exercise in

“I dream that for our artists,” Peil says, “more than anything else.”

patience to be a film studio. Now we’re beginning to see this investment

But if Reel FX’s star rises—and it indeed becomes a household name

pay off. We are very bullish on 2013, with our first film hitting theaters

beyond the animation space—its leaders say they won’t leave Big D for
Hollywood.

on November 1.”
It has been 20 years now since Reel FX’s founding. So, is it time

“We are proud of the state we come from, and where we started

for a celebration? “The first part of our journey is over. It’s setting

the business, and we are staying here,” Peil says. “It’s an incredibly

the platform for the next 20,” Peil says. “Everything is hitting on all

supportive city, region, and state for the arts and for what we do.”

cylinders. We should take a shot of whiskey or drink a beer or some
champagne and take a deep breath.

Noodles with Protein
What’s important now, Peil says, is that Reel FX continues to operate
like a startup: nimble, focused, and excited about the future.

“But it has to be just for a beat, because we’ve got to get going again,”
he says. “We are on the highway. We are on the fast track in this space.
We’ve arrived where we’d hoped to be.”
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crisis communications

If a crisis communicator
isn’t service minded,
you’re doing it wrong
Be prepared with a communications plan that speaks to your audience’s needs
By Stan Levenson, APR

S

torm clouds were hovering. Less than 24 hours after an
EF5 tornado killed 24, injured hundreds, and devastated

The crisis that is brewing
Yet many companies are facing a larger, more complex type of crisis

communities,

communications situation, one that arises when the communications

meteorologists were eyeing a line of severe storms and

strategy of an organization is squarely out of touch with its audience.

Moore,

Oklahoma

and

surrounding

warning the densely populated Dallas-Fort Worth area to prepare
and take cover.

Consider these examples:

• A big-box retailer announces radical changes in light of dismal

As the sky darkened in Dallas, newsfeeds on Facebook, Twitter, and

sales, and encounters fierce opposition from a vocal group of

other social media channels reflected a real-time mix of loss, hope,

consumers during the advertising and PR campaign. For months,

determination, and, in the midst of it all, the American Red Cross.

the brand fails to acknowledge or respond to critics. Eventually the
brand follows up with an apology after sales

Downloads of the organization’s new

results suffer even more.

tornado app became a viral hit as friends and

•

families encouraged others to donate and

As investigators were on a frantic

use the new app, which provides immediate

manhunt for the perpetrators of the Boston

warnings, preparation tips, and shelter

Marathon bombings, some brands suddenly

information. A strategic use of content

found themselves immersed in turmoil,

marketing, PR, and social media enabled

facing an outpouring of criticism over auto-

anyone to become brand ambassadors

tweets and communications that were

instantly.

perceived

as

insensitive,

opportunistic,

and inappropriate.

Just days prior, tornados killed six in
North Texas, so as preparations were made

• A soda brand introduces an “improved”

before the next storm, users marveled at

formula based upon blind test results, and

the app’s features, maps, and warnings.

is met with outrage, protests, and boycotts.

Fortunately, the incoming storm wasn’t as

Eventually the brand reintroduces the

severe as originally forecast, so efforts could

original formula, a case history that every

quickly resume on focusing on providing

marketer is familiar with.

relief to those in need.
Being service-minded is more than just a brand value of the Red

Would your brand be able to forecast a marketing storm before it
hits? How would your organization prepare, prevent, and respond?

Cross, which responds to 70,000 crises a year. The very nature of the

As emotions ran high as Boston residents hid in their homes,

organization requires expert crisis communications planning that

and the tiny community of West, Texas reeled from a fire and

every organization could learn from.

explosion of such magnitude that it registered as a 2.1 on the

Indeed, most marketing departments do have a crisis plan to
respond to emergencies. (If you don’t, well, that is a crisis waiting
to happen.) But with audiences empowered more than ever before

Richter scale, a defining moment separated the marketers from
the crisis communicators.
Many companies and organizations went “dark” by halting

to make their voices heard, a company cannot afford to remain

promotional

inflexible or appear unresponsive.

communications
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social
to

media

and

condolences

PR

blasts,

and

limiting

quickly

their

mobilizing

• Make certain that both legal counsel and HR approve, in advance,

to offer resources and help. They were, in effect, operating as

the sequence and content of messages that are to be communicated

crisis communicators.

and exactly who should be the authorized spokesperson for the

Know your audiences

company and/or organization involved.

• Be respectful of the privacy desired by all parties affected or

Like the Red Cross, if your organization is service minded toward
your audience, you’re doing it right.

victimized in a crisis situation.

• Provide updates to all key audiences as additional information

Each key audience has specific interests and needs, so being service
minded means avoiding generalizations and, instead, speaking

surfaces.

•

to them with personalized messages. In any given audience,
subsets include employees and organization members; officers and
directors; customers and accounts
serviced; suppliers and providers;
lenders, banks, and shareholders;
and neighbors and communities
in which the company and/or
organization operates.
Beyond

focusing

on

the

Have a team in place and all digital systems and programs

activated to dispatch news and updates in a timely manner.

being service-minded means
avoiding generalizations and,
instead, speaking to them with
personalized messages.

Be ready to create content such
as announcements, interviews,
videos, photos, texts, and feature
stories for social media, including
Facebook, Twitter, print, and
broadcast dissemination.

•

Finally, be certain that a

monitoring system is in place to

traditional who, what, where,
and when in working with media and responding to inquiries,

confirm that news reports are accurate and timely.
So what is the difference between the Red Cross and your organization?

an organization’s designated spokesperson should be sensitized to

More than 100 years of experience has taught that storms will hit,

the following:

• Express concern and caring for the victims of a tragedy, and all
who have been impacted by crises.

anticipated or not, and that the unknown requires absolute flexibility and
a dedication to service. The difference is the planning and philosophy—

• Provide a proactive status of the situation; i.e. “a fact-finding

are you ready for what your organization may face in the next five years?

investigation by an outside authority already has been activated.”

• Stress corrective action being taken, even before receiving the

Visit connotemagazine.com for an exclusive interview with
the Red Cross about their new tornado app.

findings of an independent third party. Corrective action should be
immediately initiated to avoid similar incidents, irrespective of who
is responsible.

crisis communications

PLAN

• Legal and HR pre-approvals • Sequenced response
• Anticipate seasonal events

preparation

or emerging trends (weather, • Audience segmentation
breaking news, tragedy)
messaging

• Appropriate voice and tone

DISPATCH

• Brand journalists
• Immediate responses
• Reports, interviews,
announcements, updates

MONITOR
• Social listening
• News reports
• Audience sentiment
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Social Media Savvy

Kent Huffman, CMO of Bearcom Wireless, delivers much-needed
advice on navigating the social media frenzy in his new book.

By AMY ROBINSON

I

n his book 8 Mandates for Social Media Marketing Success,

2 The Mandates

Kent Huffman, CMO of Bearcom Wireless, gives his take

The eight mandates detailed in this book focus on the behavioral

on social media marketing. The following is an excerpt

traits of the leading social media marketers and how they incorporate

from his book, along with an intro from Huffman himself.

listening, planning, relationships, trust, leadership, community,

“Much has already been written about social media marketing,

and value into their social campaigns. Putting all the mandates into

especially the various social channels and tools. But there’s not

practice in a thoughtful, cohesive way—using the strategies and best

much quality content available that relates to the behavioral traits

practices outlined herein—will undoubtedly lead you to success.

of brands and individuals who have been successful in marketing
their companies, or themselves, using social media. So, I decided to
publish a book about it.

3 Expertly Generated Content
What makes this book different is the unique manner in which our

Instead of writing it by myself, I thought I could add a lot more

information has been gathered. 154 marketing practitioners, authors,

value to the book by including the perspectives from a number

and professors were interviewed for their perspectives on what it takes

of other leaders and innovators in the social media marketing

to launch and maintain effective social media marketing campaigns.

world—not just from marketing practitioners like me, but also from

These interviews present a wealth of ideas and wisdom on the eight

marketing book authors and marketing professors as well.

behavioral traits that every social media marketer must master.

8 Mandates for Social Media Marketing Success features insights
and quotes from 154 marketing pros from around the world, as

4 Social Media’s Global Reach

well as 28 B2C and B2B success stories from small, neighborhood

With the advent of social media, global commerce is now at your

businesses and large, iconic brands, such as Gatorade, SAP, General

fingertips. The fact is, the moment any organization, individual, or

Mills, AMD, and L.L.Bean.”

mom-and-pop business puts up a LinkedIn page or publishes a blog
post, it has “gone global,” whether that was the intent or not.

1 Navigating the Maze

Global social media marketing, however, comes with a new set

The social media landscape consists of many communication

of challenges. Whether it’s a giant

channels. That in itself creates layers of complexity. Add the behavioral

corporation like AT&T or a small

traits that marketers must learn and apply in order to effectively
engage with their customers, employees, and other constituents, and,
quite frankly, everything can start to get a bit murky. It’s a lot like
getting lost in a maze. Which turn do you take next?
Successfully navigating the social media maze requires a clear
understanding of how social media works. But it’s not enough
to just know how to use all the channels and tools. That’s the
easy part. A close examination of how other marketers have
been successful with social media reveals that it requires a more
strategic approach.

business
Learn more about
Kent Huffman
and 8 Mandates
for Social Media
Marketing Success
at 8mandates.com.
The book is available
for purchase at
amazon.com and
barnesandnoble.com.

like

Cellar365.com,

the

messages you send, what you promote,
and how you promote can vary by
country, region, and locale. Knowing
a country’s language and its culture
is the first step toward connecting. In
the case of a channel like Facebook,
an organization may need multiple
pages, each one constructed to target
the nuances of a specific market.
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trends in
B2B and B2C
content
marketing
By Gordon Price Locke

With 91 percent of B2B marketers and 86 percent
of B2C marketers using content marketing, the
proof is evident that it is no longer a marketing
buzzword. Content marketing is a huge and
growing segment of just about every successful
brand’s marketing efforts. But as the practice of
content marketing grows, it also changes at a
rapid pace.

T

hese content marketing trends, in no particular order, will
impact how businesses grow their brand footprint in the
coming months and years. New trends will undoubtedly
emerge as time goes on, but we feel that this list is a great
starting point for any brand.

Alignment of
mobile, business,
and tailored
content

Tailored consumer content experience
Social networks are expanding faster than anyone can really quantify, and mobile
is illuminating the problems of content-hopping and short attention spans. Watch for an
exponential increase in demand for relevant content that engages in near real-time to keep
the audience interested.

Re-emergence of experiential content
Interactive marketing and gamification are converging in how
content is deployed and used. The emphasis on stickiness of content
through its entertainment, reward, and learning qualities will
become more important and a competitive differentiator.

The concept
of “social,
local, mobile”
(SoLoMo) is
realized in
how today’s
consumers
want content.
With mobility
advancements,
your
content
will have
to bridge
these
three
essential
variables,
tailored to
your end
user’s needs and
expectations.
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Content curation bonanza
Having more and more content is critical,
so curating content from partners, and even
competitors, will be necessary. Curating
content helps you become a central hub of
information for your audience, and helps
bolster your reputation as an expert.

Newsjacking

Fusion of social
media practices
Businesses will incorporate
mobile architecture and
social networks into their
content approach to focus
on the explicit needs of
end user communities.
Brand sub-communities
will interact on a social
business level, connected by
shared interests to discuss
potential needs. Social
media is now part of SEO as
well—not a separate effort.
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Brands are generating their own news
and are becoming their own publishers,
and the opportunities and techniques
to insert your story into the news as
it happens have arrived. The divide
between interesting news (which is
necessary for successful newsjacking)
and marketing or op-ed content is still
alive and thriving, so proceed with
caution.

78% of CMOs believe
custom content is the
future of marketing.
Microstories
Brands will be uncovering
smaller stories within their
overarching story to build trust and
loyalty. While one buyer wants an ecosavvy product or service, another may
want premium quality. Microstories help
to relate these different buyer personas
to your brand. In the new media world,
a 360-degree view of any company will
reveal many facets for essential storytelling.

Video engagement
Move over, viral video—highly
engaging, enlightening, and
value-added video content is taking center

Create once, publish
everywhere—again
This has been the mantra before in
marketing circles. But now, this means
creating flexible, modular copy and visuals
that can help make the expensive practice
of winning content creation more efficient.
Content management systems (CMS) will
begin to adapt to this broader need, and
marketing teams and
budgets will, too.
New CMS offerings
will continue to
emerge that will help
with multi-channel
content management
and deployment.

stage. Video is growing in use and is still
underestimated. More often it is used as a
disposable “commercial” or viral message,
but as video content continues to increase
in use, it needs to be meaningful to the
consumer.

Marketing spend shift
The balance of outbound
marketing spend (bought media
placement) will shift more to inbound
spend (earned media, custom content) in
shaping reputation and creating sales leads.
Finding the right media mix and fostering
the growth of earned media will help create
brand enthusiasts and put the focus on
the most important media channel—your
customer.
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Speed to results is a game-changer.

Getting a product to market isn’t enough.
Our speed-to-results process will transform your employees into an unstoppable innovation force. Learn why
partnering with Insigniam helps your organization repeatedly produce dramatic results from within.

Change the game.
Download Our App.

Get to know Insigniam.

Insigniam.com

THE TRUTH ABOUT ADVERTISING.
Over nearly thirty years, we’ve learned a thing or two about effective advertising.
We’ve learned to be obsessive about fact-based strategy. If you get the strategy right, making the brand relevant and
compelling becomes a whole lot easier.
We’ve learned that today, “doing advertising” means a lot more than making an ad, application or promotion. It’s still
about finding the people who matter most to your brand, using every possible means to make your brand easy for them
to like, then relentlessly measuring results.
We’ve learned that staying independent keeps us nimble, and much more efficient. Most of all, we’ve learned that taking
our clients’ success personally leads to long, satisfying relationships.
If you’d like to see what we can do for you, please feel free to reach out.
Robert McEnany,
Managing Partner
rob.mcenany@levensongroup.com

le ve n son gr ou p.c om

www.connotemagazine.com

